
Tools and Materials

String Line

3 Ft Level (including horizontal and vertical sight)

20mm Dia Masonry drill bit (marked with tape @ 50mm)

Angle grinder and stone cutting disc (if cutting stones to fit an exact length)

Bricklayers trowel and pointing trowel

Soft sand (building sand)

Ordinary Portland cement

Pointing mixture- 4:1 mix of silica sand : white cement 

(available from Kent Balusters)

As every component of the Hever balustrade sits on top of the plinth  course, it is impor-
tant to lay this course with care because it will dictate  the position of every other piece 
of the balustrade. First, lay out the  plinth course (and any corners) roughly to ensure that 
you have enough  stonework, check that the area is level enough to build the balustrade  
on and calculate any cuts that will need to be made.

Mix a mortar bed of 5 parts soft sand to 1 part OP cement to go under the plinth  course. 
Lay the plinth course on the mortar bed using a string line and level  to keep it straight 
and level. Ensure that some mortar finds its way into the  hollow channel underneath the 
plinth to key the sections together.

When mortar squeezes out of a joint between stones, leave it until it stiffens  (1-3 Hrs) 
and then rake some of it out of the joint. This leaves a recess for  the pointing mixture at a 
later time. By raking it back once it has dried slightly you will not smear the edges of the 
stone with grey mortar, if any mortar does  get onto the surface of the stonework then just 
leave it to set and clean it  once all of the construction is finished.

Next place the die blocks and corner dies in position on a 5-10mm bed of 3:1  mortar. 
(For extra security the die blocks may be drilled and pinned to the  plinths). Ensure the 
dies are in the correct position using a vertical level. Now measure the distance between 
two dies, calculate and mark the positions  of the holes for the baluster retaining pins. 

The holes for the baluster retaining pins can now be drilled into the  plinth (20mm dia and 
50mm deep). Clean the holes and then fix the balusters  in position on beds of 3:1 mortar 
( the beds should be the same thickness  as the beds under the die blocks). Use a string 
line and vertical level  to fix the balusters and ensure that the spacings between them are 
equal.  Again allow this mortar to stiffen and then rake back the joints. The mortar  hold-
ing the balusters should now be allowed to set (24 Hrs if poss).

Mark and drill 20mm dia X 50mm holes in the copings to accept the top retaining  pins 
of the balusters and then fix the copings onto the tops of the balusters  and dies using 
3:1 mortar. Start work from one end of the balustrade and use  the string line and level to 
keep the copings straight and level. Frogs have  been cast into the ends of the copings, 
when filled with mortar they will form  a secure key between the copings. Rake back the 
excess mortar from the joints  as before.

 The balustrade is now ready for pointing. Only mix up a small amount of pointing  mix-
ture at any time (about a coffee mug). Add water until the mixture has the  same consist-
ency as toothpaste. Excess water will cause the mixture to smear  and stain either side 
of the joint. Point up using the tip of a pointing trowel  or small pointing tool. Once the 
mortar and pointing mixture has set and hardened,  any mortar spills or stains can be 
removed by the following method: 
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Additional Suggestions

 

• When cutting your balustrade to fit an 

exact length (ie. sitting on a wall), cut a small 

amount off several pieces. You will not use 

any more stones and you will get a better 

looking job than having just one section cut 

short.

 • Although diamond cutters will produce 

a cleaner edge, cutting can be done with 

an ordinary stone cutting disc on an angle 

grinder. Mark and cut all the way around the 

stone before cutting right through it.

 • After drilling or cutting stones, brush off 

any loose dust and hose the area clean - 

this will avoid colour variations which can be 

produced if the dust remains on the stone.

 • To speed up the process of construction, 

a two part chemical fixing resin can be used 

instead of soft sand and cement mortar. If 

this is being used then the stonework should 

be completely dry before you start and great 

care should be taken to avoid smears and 

spots on the stones as the cleaning process 

above will not remove chemical fixings.

Cleaning

Cleaning is best done with a 16% Hydrochloric Acid solution, this is sold in  DIY and Hardware shops as ‘Patio Cleaner’.
Observe the safety precautions on the container. 

Soak the stained area with a hose pipe for several minutes so that the  water is no longer being absorbed by the stonework. Apply patio 
cleaner  to the stained area with a paint brush and it will fizz for a few seconds,  hose the solution off and apply again. Repeat this until the 
stain has  disappeared. 


